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I ABSTRACT
 
'he development and fabrication of high pressure helium
 
bottles for space vehicle applications was undertaken through the
 
utilization of "ARDEFORM" cryogenic stretch forming techniques.
 
The -configurational features of the helium bottles immersed in
 
the LOX tanks of the Saturn V, SIC vehicle were duplicated in sub­
scale pressure vessels. Two designs were initiated, and later
 
fabricated. One design utilized standard manufacturing processes
 
for the production of a welded vessel made from plate stock. The
 
other design provided for an integral head, non welded bottle,
 
fabricated from seamless tubing.
 
-Materials evaluation, metallurgical studies, weld develop­
ment, and materials testing programs were carried out-in support
 
of this work to show the feasibility of producing full scale
 
Saturn tankage. It was shown that the fabrication technology
 
developed could be readily utilized in the production-of vessels.
 
Welded vessela tested in the program achieved 337 KSI nominal hoop
 
stress at cryogenic (-320F)burst,, while integral head vessels
 
burst at 316 KSI nominal cryogenic hoop'stress. Mechanical testing
 
indicated average uniaxial yield strengths of 300 KS and average
 
KC (plane strain fracture-toughnessy values of 85 KSIr at -320F.
 
100% weld'efficiency was also demonstrated.
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II INTRODUCTION
 
The ARDEFORM process was conceived by Arde-Portland as a
 
means of fabricating high strength pressure vessels from AISI­
301 Stainless Steel. This process utilizes the property of
 
austenitic stainless steels to work harden to very high strength
 
levels when stretched at cryogenic temperatures. The process
 
consists of fabricating an undersize pressure vessel from work
 
hardenable material while the material is still in an annealed
 
condition. The undersize vessel is then stretched, at cryogenic
 
temperatures, to the full size required. The cryogenic stretching
 
operation imparts high strength to the entire vessel including'
 
end closures and all welds.
 
The ARDEFORM process for fabricating high strength stain­
less steel tankage has achieved significant acceptance for
 
missile and space application. The unique capability of providing
 
extremely light weight pressure vessels in conjunction with
 
attractive material physical properties and compatibility with a
 
wide range of fluids has made it an obvious candidate for flight
 
hardware. Among the more notable applications which are completed
 
or are currently under way are:
 
Gemini Life Raft CO2 Inflation Bottle,
 
This is a cylinder two inches in diameter and approximately
 
10 inches long designed for a burst pressure of 5600 psi for
 
NASA Manned Spacecraft Center. These vessels have been fully
 
qualified for manned flight and have been used on the last five
 
Gemini flights. This has been a production type program with over
 
100 units having been delivered to date.
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Roadrunner I - N2 Pressurant Tank 
A 100 inch long by 4 3/8." diam~ter N2 pressure vessel 
which is immersed in the propellant tank on the NAA target missile. 
Burst pressure is 600 psi and the design ultimate strength is 
280,;000 psi. A quantity of 47 units have been delivered to NAA 
in addition to qualification test units used to demonstrate design 
requirements. These units have been flying on recoverable target 
drones. 
Roadrunner II - N 2 Pressurant Tank 
An unusual tank configuration which makes use of a toroidal
 
head to provide a maximum volumetric efficiency vs total -length.
 
A total of 12 units of this 12" diameter, .150 wall cylinder have
 
been delivered for use in an advanced version of the NAA Road­
runner. The design ultimate stress is 300,000 psi. An interesting
 
demonstration of the resistance of ARDEFORM material t6 impact
 
damage occurred when a drone creashed early in the flight and the
 
tank was found to be still intact.
 
Bidsatellite N2 Tank
 
A 14 1/2" diameter, .080 wall spherical pressure vessel
 
developed for General Electric Company for this application has
 
passed qualification tests and Six vessels-have been delivered.
 
In this spherical vessel the design ultimate stress is 270,000
 
psi.
 
Acena 0 Vessel
 
Several 7 1/2" diameter, 10,000 psi burst strength spheres
 
were provided to Lockheed for a special mission. Full qualification
 
was completed using only two vessels., The flight was accomplished
 
in 1965.
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Cryogenic OStoraqe
 
A development program to produce 25" diameter .040 wall
 
spheres for cryogenic dewar inner vessels has been completed for
 
Bendix. These vessels were fabricated using a unique composite
 
preform consisting of a cylinder, two cones and two flat plates
 
eliminating the need for costly forging and forming operations.
 
Further, the finished weight is one-half that of an identical
 
configuration vessel made from inconel, in use on the Apollo
 
program.
 
Crvogenic Storage
 
A parallel program for Bendix to the one above is a develop­
ment of composite sphere for a 28" diameter vessel with .020"
 
wall thicknesq. This project approaches the problems of welding
 
large size components in very thin thickness. This is a current
 
program and although welding techniques have now been established,
 
finished vessels have not yet been produced. The design ultimate
 
strength in these vessels is 240,000 psi at room temperature and
 
330,000 psi at cryogenic temperature.
 
Manned Maneuverability Unit 0 Bottle
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A 16,900 psi burst strength 16.75 diameter x .200 wall vessel
 
designed for 300,000 psi ultimate has been developed for Hamilton
 
Standard. Two contracts on this program have been completed in­
cluding two hydroburst tests which demonstrated 17,200 psi and
 
17,080 psi. A follow-on contract for eight more units bringing
 
the total contracted to 24 has been completed.
 
Bu Weps Materials Investigation
 
A continuing program is in progress to evaluate the effect
 
of chemistry variations on strength level and notch toughness. The
 
materials under consideration include the 300 series stainless
 
family. Results to date have identified chemical compositions which
 
will offer biaxial strength levels in excess of 350,000 psi. Further
 
effort on this program will lead to demonstration in welded
 
pressure vessels.
 
Apollo 02 Back Pack Bottle
 
A cylindrical bottle 3 3/4" diameter 17" long and .030
 
wall, intended for the back pack life support unit has been
 
developed, delivered and qualified for Hamilton Standard. These
 
vessels have met all program objectives. As of the present time,
 
a current program is under way for a new design to meet revised
 
envelope and operational requirements.
 
Hydrogen Dewar Vessel
 
-39 inch cylinders are currently being produced for Bendix
 
for use as an inner vessel in a hydrogen dewar. A special heat
 
of low silicon 301 material was utilized because of the improved
 
notch properties of low silicon materials at liquid hydrogen
 
temperatures (-4230F).
 
Post Boost Control System
 
Work has commenced for Aerojet General on a conospheroid
 
featuring compatibility with N204 and Hydrazine, high strength,
 
and integration with the Arde multi-cycle metallic expulsion bladder.
 
The ARDEFORM process for manufacturing pressure vessels
 
makes use of the capacity of austenitic stainless steel to gain
 
strength when worked cold, a strength resulting from the trans­
formation of metastable austenite to martensite during straining at
 
low temperature. In the ARDEFORM process, this phenomenon occurs
 
when the vessels are expanded into shape in a bath of liquid nitrogen
 
(temperature -320 0 F).
 
Each ARDEFORM vessel first takes shape as a preform, an
 
undersized vessel fabricated of an austenitic stainless steel.
 
Fabrication of the preform before the steel is work-hardened permits
 
the machining, shaping and welding.of the components of the preform
 
by conventional methods. The preform is submerged in the cryogenic
 
nitrogen bath and stretched by internal pressurization to yield the
 
desired final size, strength and configuration.
 
In the cryogenic stretch forming process, the vessel
 
preform may be constructed from flat sheets, simple cones, and
 
rolled and welded cylinders, eliminating the need for expensive
 
forg-ings, tooling and extensive machining usually associated with
 
existing manufacturing techniques.
 
The -preform is frequently a composite of several geometric
 
shapes. Because of the tendency of different sections of a vessel.
 
preform to stretch to varying magnitudes, the preform is designed
 
to achieve the desired final vessel shape. For example, different
 
stretch rates of heads and cylindrical sections of a preform
 
sometime requires that the preformhave a cylindrical section smaller
 
in diameter than.the ends.
 
Since in cryogenic stretch-forming, the final size and shape,
 
.as well as strength level, are achieved simultaneously, the preform
 
must stretch directly to the final shape. To accomplish this
 
stretching, certain design criteria must be met. For example, in.
 
the fabrication of spheres, if one desires to incorporate a boss or
 
a thickened ring, the boss or ring is designed to stretch uniformly
 
with the' sphere body.
 
Arde, Inc. has developed plasticity design techniques that
 
have been programmed for computer use. These computer programs
 
enable ARDE designers to define integral preform shapes that will
 
stretch to the desired final configuration.
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In addition to integrally stretching the configurational
 
components of a pressure vessel, the technique of adding attachments
 
and other features by welding after stretching is available.
 
This procedure is used to meet requirements for a local heavy
 
section of such design as to be compatible with the stretch-forming
 
technique. Such requirements would include a solid boss in a
 
spherical vessel or a local thickened circumferential ring in a
 
cylindrical vessel. With this modified technique, portions of a
 
stretched vessel may be cut away and the required sections added.
 
Welding after stretching, however, anneals the weld material and
 
the material adjacent to the weld to very low strength levels.
 
This situation is corrected by restretching these areas to bring
 
them up to the strength level of the main body of the pressure
 
vessel. The restretch is generally carried out at a pressure level
 
equal to the original stretch pressure. Hence, no yielding will
 
occur except in the local annealed regions of the attachments.
 
The effort on this program was directed along two parallel
 
paths in the fabrication of pressure vessels.
 
1) Application of the aforesaid current Ardeform fabrication 
techniques to demonstrate the feasibility of utilizing 
cryogenically stretch formed vessels for the helium 
bottles of the lox tanks of the Saturn V, S-IC vehicle., 
2) Determination of the feasibility of, and development 
of the methods for producing integral head bottles 
with spun-over ends, preferably utilizing seamless 
tubing, in conjunction with the Ardeform process. 
In both cases, it was desirable to provide the process param­
eters required for obtaining maximum consistent properties
 
commensurate with a low rejection rate during manufacture.
 
Hence, the program was divided into phases as described
 
below:
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Phase I - Process development for cryogenically stretching heavy
 
gage 301 stainless steel.
 
This phase consisted of the selection of material of such
 
a chemical composition and cleanliness that optimum mechanical
 
properties under cryogenic (-3200 F) strain would result. Further­
more, weld parameters would be established for obtaining joints
 
which could be stretched to a maximum stress level at cryogenic
 
temperature. An investigation toward the improvement of the
 
composition of weld beads to make them more nearly equivalent to
 
the composition of the base metal would be undertaken. To this
 
end, it was necessary to establish an optimum stress level to which
 
components could consistently be exposed without failure.
 
Additionally, eighty-two (82) uniaxial specimens were to
 
be cryogenically stretched and tested in order to predict tensile
 
and yield strengths, elongation, and notch strength for both welded
 
and unwelded material at room temperature as well as at -320 0 F.
 
The stress corrosion resistance of cryogenically prestrained
 
Ardeform material was also to be determined during this phase of the
 
program. Specimens would be prepared, piestrained cryogenically,
 
and stressed in a bent beam fixture for placement in a salt solution.
 
The feasibility of spinning over the ends of seamless or
 
welded tubing was to be determined, for the purpose of fabricating
 
an integral preform for a vessel. The vessel would then be cryogenicall
 
strained to the optimum stress level established through the mechanical
 
testing program.
 
Limited design effort was planned to permit the fabrication
 
of subscale helium bottles. A L/D ratio in the range of 3 to 5
 
.and a minimum diameter of 10 inches were specified, in addition to
 
operational and test pressures corresponding to those of the full
 
scale vessels.
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Phase II - Manufacture of subscale 301. stainless steel bottles.
 
The fabrication and cryogenic stretching of 3 each
 
of the following subscale bottles was to be accomplished in this
 
-phase of the program.
 
a) Roll and welded bottle, fabricated from rolled
 
flat sheet stock and hydroformed heads,
 
b) Integral.head bottle, fabricated from seamless
 
tubing with spun-over ends.
 
One each of these type vessels was committed to cryogenic
 
burst testing by Arde'Portland. Two each would be delivered to
 
NASA.
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III 	-SUMMARY
 
The high pressure bottle configuration used,'in the LOX
 
tanks of the Saturn V. SC vehicle, were duplicated in a sub­
scale version using the Ardeform process. 'The objectives of the
 
program were to demonstrate the feasibility of using cryogenically
 
stretch formed 301 stainlss steel tanks for such space vehicle
 
applications,-and to provide the process parameters required for
 
obtaining maximum consistent properties commensurate with a low
 
rejection rate during manufacture.
 
In order to achieve these objectives, the effort on the
 
program was directed along several parallel paths..
 
1) 	Demonstrate the feasibility of fabrication of Ardeform
 
pressure vessels for high pressure helium gas storage.
 
a) Welded configuration-- Develop 100% weld efficiency
 
in 1/4" thick material in a subscale vessel.
 
b) 	 Integral Head Configuration-- Develop floturning
 
and head spinning processes for use with standard
 
grade Ardeform material in a subscale vessel.
 
2) 	Provide material properties data through a materials
 
testing program for parent material as well as welded
 
material.
 
a) Yield strength
 
b) Notch toughness
 
c) Resistance to stress corrosion
 
This report contains the resultsof the development work
 
outlined above'. The fabrication technology-employed is discussed,
 
as well as the metallurgical investigations in support of this
 
work. The results of tests on both specimens and vessels are
 
reported and discussed in detail in the 'bodyof the report.
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ARDEFORM PRESSURE VESSELS 
S/N 2 Roll & Weld Vessel
 
Fabricated with Rolled Sheet,
 
Hydroformed Heads, Machined Bosses
 
S/N US-2 Integral Head Vessel
 
Seamless Vessel with Integral Hot Spun Heads
 
Machined Bosses, Welded in Place
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C. Mechanical Testing
 
l. Structural and Notch Testing
 
Tensile specimens were fabricated for mechanical testing
 
using rolled plate stock pzoduced from beat 8606B. Specimens
 
were cut both parallel (marked NI) and transverse (marked N2)
 
to the rolling direction of the material. One-half of the
 
specimens were welded across the gage section for evaluation of
 
welded Arde-form material.. These tensile specimen configurations
 
are-shown in Figures 18. and 19.
 
The welded specimens were fabricated with a centrally
 
located 100% penetration single pass weld using 308 weld wire.
 
The "3 o'clock" weld operation was performed to effect a straight
 
butt joint weld. As noted in Section IV B some weld repairs were
 
required to correct shallow undercutting. At this point in .the
 
ptogram, pressurized gas back-up we-Vding -previously described had
 
not been completely developed.
 
A-i specimens were annealed, pickled and passivated per
 
'Urde Specifi6ations. and then shipped to Huntsville Division,
 
Thiokol Chemical Corporation for cryogenic prestraining and testing.
 
Etghty-seven (87) samples were cryogenically prestressed
 
inliquid nitrogen at a nominal stress level of 235,000 psi. After
 
prestress, the entire group of specimens were equally subdivided
 
into small groups for further testing in accordance with the schedule
 
shown in Table VII.
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TABLE VII
 
MECHANICAL TESTING PROGRAM
 
SMOOTH TENSILE TESTING 
Quantity Part Number Temp. Of Test Orientation Material 
6 SKC 10002N-1 -320 Longitudinal Unwelded 
6 SKC 10002N-2 -320 Transverse Unwelded 
5 SKC 10002N-1 Room Temp. Longitudinal Unwelded 
6 SKC l0002N2 Room Temp. Transverse Unwelded 
5 SKC 10003S-l -320 Longitudinal Welded 
5 SKC 10003N-2 -320 Transverse Welded 
5 
5 
SKC 10003N-1 
SKC 10003N-2 
Room Temp. 
Room Temp. 
Longitudinal 
Transverse 
Welded 
Welded 
NOTCHED TENSILE TESTING 
Quantity Part Number Temp. of Test Orientation Material 
6 SKC 10004N-1 -320 Longittdinal Unwelded 
6 SKC 10004N-2 -j20 Transverse Unwelded 
6 SEC 10004N-1 Room Temp Longitudinal Unwelded 
6 SKC 10004N-2 Room Temp. Transverse Unwelded 
5 SKC 10005N-1 -320 Longitudinal Welded 
5 SKC 10005N-2 -320 Transverse Welded 
5 SKC 10005N-1 Room Temp. Longitudinal Welded 
5 SKC 0005N-2, Room Temp. 'Transverse Welded 
The load value, elongation, and stress level data determined
 
during the prestressing operations of these specimens are shown on
 
Tables VIII through XV. It is evident from these data that the
 
desired level of stress, 235,000 psi, was established in each
 
specimen resulting in reasonably uniform elongation (10 to 12 percent)
 
of the gauge length.
 
The loads to be employed with these specimens were predetermined
 
by first establishing the area of the gauge length and multiplying
 
this value by the desired prestress level (235,000 psi).
 
A stress strain record was made for each specimen during the
 
prestressing operations, carefully recording both the load and
 
strain which resulted. The elongation-and stress were determined
 
for each specimen from these data. Elongation was further sub­
stantiated by metallurgically measuring the extension of the
 
gauge length after each sample was prestressed.
 
Figure 20 is a typical stress-strain curve, as recorded for
 
Specimen No. 7 showing the load and strain resultant from this
 
prestressing operation.
 
The physical properties for each specimen tested are shown in
 
Tables XVI through XIX. It may be noted that half of the specimens
 
from each panel were tested at ambient, while the other half were
 
tested at -320'F. A careful analysis of these data indicates that
 
the yield strength varied between 214,000 and 224,000 psi, with an
 
elongation of 10 to 13 percent when tested at ambient. At -320'F
 
the material demonstrated a yield strength of 296,000 to 308,000 psi
 
yield strength, with 10 to 12 percent elongation.
 
Figure 21 is a typical stress-strain curve for Specimen No. 4,
 
which was tested at ambient, indicating both load and strain. Frbm
 
this record, a yield strength of 0.2 percent offset was determined.
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TABLE VIII
 
PRE-STRESSED 301 STAINLESS
 
Dwg. No. Before 
 After
 
Spec. No. Thickn'ess Width Area Load Elong., Stress psi Thickness Width Area
 
I I I I I 
SK 10002 N-I' , 
1 ' .2230 ' 14830'.331 1 778.00 12 235,000 .2120 1.421 I .3013 
2* 1 .2160 j 1.45301.3138 73800 4.5 235,200 .2110 i 1.425 , .3007. 
III I II 
3 .2200 1 1.48401.3265 76700 12.0 234,900 .2090 1.420 .2968
I IIIII I 
4 .2200 1.48601.3269, 76800 13.0 , 234,900 ,. .2080 , 1.421 1 .2956 
5 , .2210 .4900,.3293 77400 13.0 , 235,000 , 2 
*This bar pre-stressed'to 47,700 load lbs. and returned to 0 prior to pre-stressing to 235,000 psi.'
 
I I I 
6 .221 I 1.479 1.3269, 76800 13.0 1 234,900 i .210 1 1,413 1 .2967 
III I 
7 1 .222 1 1.466 1.32551 76900 1 13.5 236,300 i .211 1.400 .2954 
8 .222 1.471 ,.3266, 76750 12.0 235,000 .211 1.406 .2967
 
9* '.2140 1.436 :.3073 72200 10.0 234,900 .2i30 1.435 .3057
 
10 .2190 1.480 .3241 76200 235,100 Brokd while pre-stressing.
 
** This bar prestressed to 50,000 load lbs. and, returned to 0 prior to prestressing to 235,000 psi. 
TABLE IX
 
PRE-STRESSED 301 STAINLESS
 
Dwg. No. 
Spec. N6. 
Before 
Thickness Width .Area Load Elong., %2 Stress, psi Thickness 
After 
.Width Area 
SK 10002 
N-2 
1 
2 
.2220 
I 
.2225 
I 
I 
1.482 
1.481 
I 
.3290 
.3295 
I 
77300 
Void 
' ' 
, I, 
13.0 235,000 I .2115 
Spec. faiiea during.presti-essing. 
1.412 .2986 
3 .223 1.481 .3303 77600 13.0 234,900 .212 1,411 .2991 
4 .2225 1.484 .3302 776Q0 12.5 235,000 ;212 1.412 .2993 
5 .222 1.490 .3308 77700 12.5 234,900 .212 1,422. .3015 
6 .222 1.486 .3299 .1 77500 12.0 234,900 .212 1.417 .3004 
7 .222 1.481- .3288 77300 12.0 235,100 .212 1.416 .3002 
8 .222 1.483 .3292 77400 12.0 235,100 .2110 1.416 .2988 
9' .222 1.482 .3290 77300 12.0 235,000 .2115 1.414 .2991 
10 .222 1.484 .3294 77400 12.-0 235,000 .212 1.417 .3004 
11 
2 
.2220 
. 212,.20 I 
1.481 
1.7 
?3288 
36 
77306 
76800' 
11.5 
12.0 , 
235,100 
235,000 I 
.2115 
.2110 
1.414 
'J1.405 
'.2991 
.2965 
TABLE X 
PRE-STRESSED 301 STAINLESS 
Dwg. No. 
Spec. No, 
Before 
Thickness Width Atea Load Elong., %2 Str., Psi Thickness 
After 
Width Area 
SK 10003 
N-1 Weld 
2 
"a 
, 
, .'215 
.2165 
1.484 
1.492 
1 .3191 175000 
.3230 ,76000 
1 li.0 
11.0 
235,000 
235,300 
"-.203 
.207 
1.423 
1.431 
.2889 
.2962 
0 
3 
4 
.2140 
.2130 
1.474 
1.482 
.3154 ,74190 
.3157 174200 
11.0 
.11.0 
234,900 
235,000 
;203 
.203 
1.411 
1.419 
.2864 
:2881 
5 
6 
7 
.217 
.215 
.215 
1.483 
1.483 
1.477 
.3218 :75600 
.3188 '75000 
.3176 '24200 
11.0 
11.0 
---
I1 
2S4j900 
235,300, 
76,200 
.205 1.409Ia 
.205 ' 1.420 ' 
Spec. failed in weld. 
.2888 
.2911 
.8 
9 
10 
.215 
.2160 
.2170 
I 
1.487 
1.480 
1.480 
.3197 '75'00 
1 .3197 '75100 
.3212 
t 11.0 
11.0 
i7570011.0 
a 
a 
235,200 
234,900 
235j700 
a 
.204 
.205 
. 06 
1 1.424 
1.421 
1.419 
' 
a 
, 
.2905 
.2913 
.2923 
TABLE XI
 
PRE-STRESSED 301 STAINLESS
 
Dwg. No. 
Spec. No. 
-I 
Before 
Thickness Width 
- -
Area Load Elong., %2 
I-II I 
Stress, psi Thickness 
After 
Width Area 
SK 10003 
N-2 Weld 
*I I 
2 
*2 
.203 
5 
.213 
I 
1.490 
1 6 
1.486 
1 .3025 
. 
.3165 
1 58200 
7 
74400 
9.0 
1 
10.5 
192,400 
235,100 
Spec, 
.202 
failed 
I 
1.421 .2870 
*3 .213 1.488 .3169 74500 i11.5 235,100 .203 ,1.422 .2887 
*4 
IIIII 
.215 1.486 ;3195 66700 10.5 208,800 Spec. 
I 
failed 
*Weid Beads ground flush before pre-stressing., 
6 .212 1.490 .3159 74200 10.0 234,900 2040 i.430 .2917 
7 
8 
.215 
I 
.221 
I 
1.480 
1.485 
.3182 
.3282 
i 
I 
, 
74800 
77100 
10.0 
10.5 
235,1.00 
234,900 
.2035 
.2100 
1.416 
1.419 
.2882 
.2980 
9 .222 1.478 .3281 77100 10.5 235,000 .211 1.414 .2984 
10 .214 1.467 .3139 73800 11.0 235,100 .204 1.399 .2854 
11 , .214 1.484 .3176 74600 11.0 234,900 *204 1.421 .2899 
12 -.214 1.482 .3171 74500 11.0 234,900 I .204 1.40 .2891 
TABLE XII 
PRErSTRESSED 301 STAINLESS 
Dwg. No. Before After 
Spec. No. Thickness Width Area Load Elong.,, %2" Stress psi Thickness Width Area 
SK 10004 N-I I I 
-
N-1 
1 1 .217 1.481 .3214 75500 .13.5 i 234,§00 .205 1.417 .2905 
2 .218 1.489 .3246 76300 13.5 235,100 .203 1.426 ' .2895 
3 .215 1.478 .3178 74700 13.0 235,100 .202 1.416 .2860. 
4 .216 1.487 .3211 75500 13.5 235,100 .203 • 1.423 .2889 
5 .214 1.481 .3169 74500 13.0 235,100 .202 1.417 .2862 
6 .212 1.483 .3144 73900 12.5 235,100 .202 1.423 .2874 
7 .216 1.479 .3195 75100 12.5 235,100 .205 '1.415 .2901' 
8 '.215 1.488 .3199 75200 ' 12.5 235,100 .203 1.425 .2893 
9 .213 '-1.480 .3152 7/4100' 13.0 235,100 .201 1.418 .2850 
I .I . III I 
11 
1 
.216 1.480 
1 
' .3197 
.1 
75100 
74400 I 
13.0 
I 
234,900 .204 1.418 
.. 
2893 
12 .214 a -1.479. i .3165 i74400 13.0 i235,100 r' .202 1.421 ,..2870 
TABLE XIil 
PRE-STRESSED 301 STAINLESS 
Dwg. No. 
Spec. No. Thickness 
Before 
Width Area Load Elong., %2" Stress psi Thickhess 
After 
Width Area 
i I I 
SK 10004 I 
N-2 . I I 
1 ,, 222 1.466 .3255 76500 ' 13.5' 235,000 .209 1.402 .2930 
2 .220 1.483 .3263 76700 13.0 235,100 .207 1.417 -.2933 
3 .221 1.477 '.3264 76700 13.5 235,000 i .21> 1.407 .2969 
4 .221 1.463 .3233 76000 13.0 g 235,100 .210 1,396 .2932 
5 ' 220 1.497 3293 77400 12.5 .235,000 .210 1.430 .3003 
6 .219 1.489 .3261 76600 13.0 234,900 .207 1.420 r2939 
7 .220 1.466 .3225 75800 13.5 235,000 .206 1.395 '.2874 
8 ' .219 1.514 3316 78000 13.0 235,200 .208 1.443 .3001 
9 .219 1.467 .3212 75500- 13.5 235,100 .207 1.394 .2886 
i0 .220 1.489 .3276 77000 13.0' 235,000 .207 i1.419 .2937 
II .219 1.277 .2797 65700 13.0 234,900 .206 1.23'7 .2548 
12 .219 1.259 .2757 64800 13.5 234,700 .206 1.200 .2472 
TABLE XIV 
PRE-STRESS 301 STAINLESS 
Dwg. No. Before After 
Spec. No. Thickness Width .Area Load Elong., %2 Stress psi Thickness Width Area 
K 10005 
N-I 
(Welded) 
1 .215 1.477 .3176 74600 12.0 234,900 .204 1.411 .2878 
2 .214 1L443 .3088 72600 12.0 235,100 .202 1.380 .2788 
3 .217 1.474 .3199 61800 --- 193,200 Spec. failed. 
4 .214 1.481 .3169 74500 12.5 235,100 .199 1.418 .2822 
Ln 
5 .216 1.479 '.3195 75100 12.5 235,100 .205 1.414 .2899 
6 .212 1.443 .3059 71900 13,0 235,000 .200 1.379 .2758 
7 .213 1.482 .3157 74200 12.5 235,000 .196 1.417 .­277'7 
8 .214 1.484 .3176 74600 12.5 234,900 .201 1.417 .2848 
9 .216 .1.476 .3188 t4900 12.5 234,900 .202 1.409 .2846 
10 .214 1.473 .3152 74100 12.5 235,100 .200 1.409 .2818 
TABLE XV 
PRE-STRESSED 301 STAINLESS 
Dwg. No. 
Spec. No.' 
SK 10005 
1 
2 
Before 
Thickness Width 
N-2 (Welded) 
.2220 1.490 
.225 1.478 
Area 
.3308 
.3326 
Load 
33000 
78200 
Elong., %2 
---
13.0' 
Stress psi 
99800 
235100. 
After 
Thickness Width 
Spec. failed. 
.216 1.410 
Area 
.3046 
3 
4 
.215 
.225 
1.473 
1.476 
.3167 
.3321 
69500 
78000 
---
13.0 
220700 
234900 
Spec. 
.213 
failed. 
1.415 .3014 
5 
6 
.225 
.220 
1.471 
1.467 
.3310 
.3227 
77800, 
75800 
13.0 
13.0 
235000 
234900 
.211 
.207 
1.406 
1.404 
.2967 
.2906 
7 .2140 1.475 .3157 74200 12.5 235000 .203 1.408 .2858 
8 .2130 1.475 .3142 7S800 12.5 234900.' .201 1.411 .2836 
9 
10 
.2200 
.222 
1.482 
1.488 
.3260 
.3303 
65800 
77600 12.5 
201800 
234900 
Spec. failed. 
.210 1.423 .2988 
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TABLE XVT 
EVALUATION OF'CRYOGENICALLY STRETCH FORMED 301 AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEEL
 
Spec. Dimension in Area Ult. Ld. 0.2% Offset cu r Elong, Ultimate 0.2% offset 
No. Thk . Wdth. Sq.In.. lbs. Y. Ld. lbs.:- % Stress psi Y. Stress psi 
SK 10002 NI Tested at ambient.
 
1 .212 1.421 .3013 68200, 67700 2 12.5 226,400 224,700
 
2* .2110 1.425 .3007 66200 61700 2 13.5 220,200 205,200
 
3 .2090 '1.420 .2968 67700 66200 2 11.0 228,100 223,000
 
4 .2080 1.421 .2956 67700 66000 2 12.0 229,000 223,300
 
5 .2100 1.A23 .2980 68500 6.7000 2 12.0 229,900 224,&0O
 
Tested at'-320°0F
 
6 ..2i0 1.413 .2967 91200 91000 2 9.0 307,400 .306,,700 
7 .211 1.400 .2954 91060 91000 2 10.5 308,100 308,100 
8 .211 1.406 .2967 91200 90800 2 10.5 307,400 306,000 
9* .213 .1.435 .3057 89300 8,1000 2 12.5 292,100 265,000 
*These specimens were pre-stressed twice, see prd-stressing data for further information. 
'TABLE XVII
 
EVALUATION OF CRYOGENICALLY STRETCH FORMED 301 AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEEL
 
Area 	 Ult. Ld. 0.2% Offset w r Elong. Ultimate .0.2% Offset
Spec. Dimension in 

No. Thk. Wdth. Sq. In. lbs. Y. Ld. ibs. O% Stress psi Y. Stress psi
 
SK 10Q02 N2 Tested at ambient.
 
1 .2115 1.412 .2986 67600 65500 2, 12.0 '226,400 219,400
 
3 .212 1.411 .2991 68500 66900 2 12.0 229,000 223,700
 
4 .212 1.412 .2993 68000 66400 2 12.0 227,200 -221,900
 
2 10.0 224,900 216,600
5 .212 1.422 .3015 67800 65300 

6 .212 1.417 .3004 68700 65900 2 11.5 228,700 219,400
 
U'
 
Tested at 
-320 F.
 
7 .212 1.416 .3002 90200 90000 ,2 11.5 300,500 299,800
 
8 .211 1.416 .2988 90400 90200 -2 10.0 302,500 301,900
 
1.4.14 	 .2991 89900 89900 12.0 300,600 300,600
9 .2115 

10 	 .212 1.417 .3004 90300 89600 2 * 300,600 298,300
 
11 	 .2115 1.414 .2991 90000 89500 2 7;5 300,900 299,200
 
.2110 1.405 .2*965 89400 89000 2 9.0 301,500 300,200
12 

*Piece missing, cannot measure elongation.
 
TABLE'XVIII 
EVALUATION OF CRYOGENICALLY STRETCh FOPMED 301 AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEEL 
Spec. 
No. 
Dimension in 
Thk. Wdth. 
Area 
Sq.In. 
Ult. Ld. 
lbs. 
W4 
bo 6 
0.2% Offset cd 
Y. Ld. lbs. 1-i 
Elong. 
% 
Ultimate 
Stress Psi 
0.2% Offset 
Y, Stress psi 
SK 10003 N-1 Weld Tested at ambient. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
.203 
.207 
.203 
.203 
.205 
1.423 
1.431 
1.411 
1.41'9 
1.409 
.2889 
.2962 
.2864 
.2881 
.2888 
66000 
66300 
65200 
64900 
66000 
63000 
63500 
62700 
62700 
63600 
2 
2 
'2 
2 
2 
13.0 
11.5 
13.0 
11.0 
8;0* 
228,500 
223,800 
227,700 
225,300 
228,500 
218,100 
214,400 
218,900 
217,600 
220,200 
wo 0 
Tested at '320 F. 
6 
8 
9 
10 
.205 
.204 
.205 
.206 
1.420 
1.424 
1.421 
1.419 
.2911 
.2905 
913 
.2923 
87500 
87800 
87800 
88800 
86300 
87200 
87000 
87500 
2 
2 
2 
2 
11.0 
li.0 
10.0 
BOGL 
300,600 
302,200 
301,400 
303,800 
296,500 
300,200 
298,700 
299,300 
*Spec. Broke near gage mark. 
TABLE XTX
 
EVALUATION OF CRYOGENICALLY STRETCH FORMED 301 AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEEL
 
,Spec. Dimension in Area Ult. Ld.. 0.2% Offset ' r Elong. Ultimate 0.2% Offset
 
.No. Thk. wdth. Sqi.n. lbs. Y. Ld. lbs. . Stress psi
A. Y. Stress psi
 
SK10003 N-2 Weld Tested at'ambient.
 
2 .202 1,421 '.2870 66200 63900 2 11.0 230,700 222,600
 
3 .302 1.422 .2887. 65200 64000 2 11.5 225,800 221,700
 
6 .204 1,430 .2917 65400 62600 2 11.0 224,200 214,600
 
7 .2035 1.416 .2882 65900 63300 2 BOGL 228,700 219,660
 
8 .2100 1.419 .2980 68500 65300 2 12.5 229,900 219,100
 
o0
 
Tested at 
-320 F.
 
91 .211, .1.414 .2984 90700 89400 2 BOGL 304,000 299,600
 
10 .204 1.399 .2854 86700 85900 2 '9.5 303,800 301,000
 
11 .204 1.421 .2899 87500 86000 2 12.0 301 800 296,700
 
12 .204, 1.417 .2891 87400 86300 2 i.0 302,300 298,500
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Figure 22 illustrates the test set-up and tensile specimens
 
before and after test that were employed to establish the physical
 
properties of the material. The cryostat shown is used to contain
 
liquid nitrogen during the testing operation. The specimen is
 
mounted between the jaws of the tensile testing machine and is
 
enclosed by the insulated cryostat. A cryogenic extensometer with
 
a mechanical take-off may also be seen in the picture.
 
Tables XX through flfl2define the plain strain fracture tough­
ness values, KIC for the specimens coming from each panel when
 
tested at both ambient and -320oF. All of these values were
 
determined by using a center notch specimen containing a fatigue
 
crack part way through the specimen. Careful attention was given
 
to the establishment of a fatigue crack of sufficient size such
 
that a-nom was always less than 0 ys" Thus, a valid K value was
 
obtained on each specimen tested.
 
It may be noted that the lowest KIC value for this material, 
when tested at ambient temperature, was 92.8 Ksi Ji., while the 
highest value was 105 Ksi /1W. Attention is directed to the 
uniformity of these test data. 
The KIC values for the material tested at -320'F are much more 
erratic than those obtained at ambient temperature. These values 
range from a low of 69.3 Ksi /37. to a high of 104.8 Ksiin.; 
however, most of the values derived from these tests indicate that 
the material has a KIC value of approximately 85 Ksi /in. when 
tested at -320 0F. See Figure 23 for notch specimen photographs. 
In order to further substantiate the validity of KIC values
 
described above, eight additional tests were carried out at ambient
 
temperature to determine the KIC value by the single edge notch -tensile
 
test. This test employs the electrical potential method of determin­
ing "pop-in" load. A review of the data contained in Table XXIV
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will show excellent agreement obtained between values determined
 
by the SEN method and that obtained from the PTC test method.
 
It may be noted that these test values average approximately
 
105 Ksi./LI. for the material at ambient temperature.
 
It should be noted that the weld bead was ground flush with
 
the parent material after prestressing the specimens. This, of
 
course, insured determination of the weld bead properties.
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TABLE XX
 
PARTIAL THICKNESS (Kic) TEST SPECIMENS
 
I 
CRYOGENIC PRE-STRESSED 301 STAINLESS
 
SKC 10004N-1 (Non Welded) 
p CRACK CRR.C~k bWo 
5 LGT L.C)D lFn-m0.2" l 
SK-10004 N-1 .1.73 i1.5381171.2i08 
1 0.152 0.100 0.658 213,100 0.951 0.905 0.192 
2 1 0.143 0.085 0.594 214,5001 0.958 0.917 0.194 1.62511.4311 147.4xi08 103.0x10 8i 101.5 
I I I 
3 0.148 0.091 0.615 217,100 0.969 0.939 0,199 1.66 11.461 1 61.7xi08 1 110.7x10 8 105.1 
I I I I I 1 1 8 1 8 
4 0.130 0.078 1 0.6001 217,000 0,969 1 0.938 04199 1.63 I1.4311 138.5x08 I 96.8x10 1 98.4 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 8 1 
5 0.1291 0.076 1 0.589! 207,2001 0.925 1 0.856 1 0.181 1 1.61 11.4291 123.Ox 10 86.1xO 1 92.8 
Tested at ambienti I 
6 Bad crack. 191,70q 0,625 0.390 0083
 
7 Bad crack. 194,80% 0.635 0.403 0.085
 
1 1 1 1 81
 
8 0.1411 0.093 0.660 186,30q 0.607 0.368 0.078 1.7351 1.6671 121,69x10 73.OX108 85.4
 
9 1 0.1411 0.091 0.645 193,30d 0.630 0.397 0.084 1.715'1.6311 128.2x108 78.6x108 88.7
 
11 1 0.1481 0.091 0.6151 180,40d 0.588 0.346 .0.073 1.66011.587 111.6x108 70.4x108 83.9
 
I 1 I1 1 1 1 i 1 8 1I 
12 1 0.1421 0.083 0.585 211,5Od 0.689 1 0.475 1 0.101 1 1.60011.4991 140.0x108 I 93.4x108! 96.6 
Tested at -3200 F. 
TABLE XXI
 
PARTIAL THICKNESS (Klc) TEST SPECIMENS
 
CRYOGENIC PRE-STRESSED 301 STAINLESS
 
SKC 10004 N-2 (Non-Welded)
 
-
Specz - -> 42 3 ,7 b7 b0'-ko
JVU f.A I jID 'r a 1-1 I I Is
 
I
SK-10P04 N-2' 

0.296 0.148 ' --- '166,200 '0.755 0.570 1 0.121 Bad crack.1 	 I I 
0.199 1.62 '1.421 152.4x108 107.2x108 103.5
2 0.150 0.089 '0.593 213,100 10.968 0.937 

II 
8

1.68 '1.5.06 157.4x10 8 104.5x10 102.3
 3 	 0.167 0.105 0.629,199,.400 0.906 0.820 0.174 

'1.584 164.OxlO 103.5x10 101.8
 4 0.134 0.092 	:0.687,217,300 0.987 0.974 0.206 1.79 
I I4 7I0 x i 8 	 8 
0.180 '1.57 1.39 147.0x10 105.7x10 102.8
 8 0.169 0.095 0.562202,600 0.92 0.847 

Tested at ambient. 	 I 
I 
8 	 8
01 	 1 51.04x10 71.46 0.183 0.098 0.536'142,900 0.476' 0.227 0.0481' 1.525 1.477 ' 75.4xi0 
0.088 1.57,' 1.482 115.2x10 i 77.7x109 0.145 0.082' 	0.566'193,000' 0.643' 0.414 
8 8 88.1
 
I I I I 	 ix 08 
0.082 1.441 1.358 ,102.OxlO 75.lxIO 86.7 10 	 0.162 0.078 ' 0.481' 186,200' 0.621' 0.385 

I I 1 8 8
 
75.5xi08 48.Oxio 69.3
11 	 0.173 0.102' 0.590'140,100' 0.4671 0.218 1 0.046 1.62, 1.574 

1 1 18 1 . 8
 
12 0.157 0.084' 0.535171,900, 0.573, 0.3281 0.070 1.525 1.455 93 6x10 64.3x10 80.2 
Tested at -320 F. 
SKC 10005 N-1 (Welded)
 
SK 
1 

5 

6 

I 

10005 

0.153 
I 

0.137 

0.145 
0.150 

0B,(A) ~ 
N-I. 

0.077 
0.069 

'0.076
II 

:0.089 

Tested at ambient. 

I 

II' 
9 0.134 0.083 
I 

10 0.142 p0.072 
Tested @ -320,F. 
Z 
I I 

0.503: 
,0.504 

0.524 
0.593 

I 

i 

III 

tI 

b.619 

I 

I 

b.507II 

I

',
 
I 

I 

III 

206.7 
225.9 

216.9 
216.6 

199.4 

196.2 
TABLE XXiI
 
PARTIAL THICKNESS (KIC) TEST SPECIMENS
 
CRYOGENIC PRE-STRESSED 301 STAINLESS
 
2.)

.2I 

zor 3522%_ 
-. , b1 g%2zls x 

I
 
0. 949 '0.901I 0.191 '1.470I I 1.279 ' I~ 124.0x10, 96.9x10 
8 98.4
 
1.037 '1.076 1 0.228 '1.470' 1.242. '132.7xi0 i06.8xi08 103.3 
I II.0 0I8 

:0.996 '0.992 0.210 11.505 1.295 '1.34.8xi0l8 , 104.1xlO8 102.0 8'I
I I 

'0.994 0.989 1 0.210 '1.620' 1.410 '157,4x10 , ll.6x108 105.6 
, I I II
 
'
 
I
 
8,
I I 8
 
8
 
'0.668 '0.446 0.095 1.66 1.565 '1244xi0 8 ' 79.5xI08 '89.2
 
I I'
 
I
 
0.657 '0.432 0.092 1.47 '1.378 i04.5X08 75.8xi08 87.1 
II. 
7'e 
14 
Nw 
c ' 
',O 0 080 Ix 
0,42 213- 1- 10 
10'. an 0. %:5! '40's 'I.0 Wz 0" 2 t2 1, 
U44 ',D'o Luto 
I F t q: ]'o le 
1.53 '140 3 Awl* cI'w sk 0 4 
u l .*O.Oib 4 47 t , . I I . . '-+ ; ---. it0,'30 r k,' - I?; . .07x
 
144, Q., 74 $3, olfMl. L 2: I..
 
t 
MATERIALS EVALUATION .... R.... CIB" 
Notch Specimens
 
(Upper-welded; Lower-parent metal)
 
Welded Notch Specimen
 
Grain Structure - lOOX
 
(fracture edae uD)
 
Parent Metal Notch Specimen
 
Grain Structure - lOOX
 
(fracture edge up)
 
-(*8. F14k 
TABLE XXIV 
STNGt-Z EDGE NOTCH KIte TENSION TEST 
301 Stainless Steel 
SK 10002 N-I 
o•'a" a 
Spec.No. ao PB B / , P)d() F ,,iln ~ E G Kic 
I I I I ,C I 
.350 '5200 .1090 .91Z .353 '23.0 x 10. '3.84 88.3x108' .362' 4.06 3.4xi0 8 ' 101,3 
I 1 , I I 
.370 '5225IIIII .1070, .995 .372 '24.0 x 108 , '4.38 '105.1x108' .383' 4.74 '13.8x10 , I I I '111.8 
3 .360 '6900 .1360 ,.995 
8-
'.362 '25.9 x 10 4.06 
8 
.105.2x10373' 4.4 14.0xlO 111.9 
J 8 
4 .340 '6175" .1140 
I I 
'.995 ',.342 '29.5 
II 
x io 3.'54 ' 
I 
104.4x10 .352' 3.8 112.1x10 L 111,0 
0), 6 ' .0 '5500 .1080 .996 .34.1 26.0 x 108 3.50 91.0x108' .351: '3.78 98.3xi08 I 04.0 
8 8 1 1 
7 345 '6000f .1230 .997 .3461 23.9 x l00 3.64 87.0xi0
8 
' 35,5' 3,90
8 1 -1 
3.2x108 ' 
8! 
101.2 
8 .370 '6000 .1290' 996 .1.371 21.7 x 108. A 94.8xi0 .382' 4.72 1024x10 106.1 
I I I I 
, I 
I I 
I * 
2. Stress Corrosion Testing
 
Eight tensile specimens were prepared from heat 8606B rolled
 
plate stock for stress corrosion testing. They were of the bent beam
 
type, and were cut from the plate material in the direction of
 
rolling. For convenience, the material thickness was reduced by
 
machining from one side only. This permitted the examination of
 
any surface effects on the stress corrosion resistance of the
 
material. One-half of the specimens were machined from one side
 
of the plate,and the other four from the other side, so that both
 
surfaces could be evaluated. A series of tests evaluating the
 
stress corrosion resistance of cryogenically stressed 301 has been
 
performed by the Mellon Institute and is reported in their report,
 
"C. LT. Owen, STRESS CORROSION OF HIGH STRENGTH STEELS AND ALLOYS",
 
dated December of 1962.
 
Inasmuch as the work performed by the Mellon Institute indicates
 
that the only anion to which stress corrosion susceptibility is shown
 
is chloride, the corrosion medium employed was sodium chloride
 
solution.
 
A .75 normal salt solution was employed to approximate sea
 
water conditions. Since the molecular weight of sodium chloride
 
is 58, the .75 normal solution may be converted as follows:
 
.75 x 58 qms NaCl 43.5
 
1000 gms solution 1000
 
4.35% salt solution
 
After machining operxtions were completed the specimens were
 
cleaned in accordance with Arde Engineering Specification AES 253,
 
pickled per AES. 251 and passivated per AES 254 to simulate the .
 
treatments to which vessels would be subjected in actual fabrication,
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All specimens were cryogenically prestrained to a true
 
stress of 255 KSI (nominal stress of 233 KSI).
 
Each specimen then was loaded in a fixture to a strain of
 
7600 micro-inches/inch, or a stress of 184 KSI (Nominal). See
 
Figure 24. On March 25, 1966 each specimen was loaded in the
 
fixture, and placed in the salt solution. These specimens were
 
removed on August 3, 1966. Air was bubbled through the solution
 
during the entire duration of the test. Solution normality was
 
checked and maintained weekly. See Figure 25.
 
Upon removal from the salt solution, all specimens were dye
 
penetrant inspected. No dye check indications were found. One
 
of these specimens was microsectioned. No indication of stress
 
corrosion was found.
 
One specimen was pulled to a cryogenic failure at a nominal
 
stress of 300 KSI. Another specimen was pulled to a nominal room
 
temperature failure stress of 228 KSI. Previous data taken for
 
this heat of material indicates that specimens which had been
 
subjected to a true cryogenic stress of 255 KSI should exhibit a
 
nominal cryogenic failure stress of 287 KSI, and a nominal room
 
temperature failure stress of 218 KSI. The increased strength
 
exhibited by the corrosion test specimens is undoubtedly due to
 
normal room temperature aging effects exhibited on other heats
 
of material previously tested.
 
'The Ardeform tensile specimens used for- this corrosion test
 
program were not affected, in any way, by the salt water solution.
 
No evidence of stress corrosion cracking in .75 normal Na. Cl.
 
solution was evident in Ardeform 301 material stressed to a level
 
of 85% of yield over a period of 127 days.
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E. Vessel Design
 
1. General
 
Vessel design for this program was predicated on demonstrating
 
the feasibility of producing full sbale helium bottles for use in the
 
lox tanks of Saturn S-IC. Therefore, the subscale bottles produced
 
must reflect the operational and test .pressures consistent with full
 
scale conditions and in accordance with NASA Drawing 20M02008.
 
The design considerations to be met were:.
 
1) 10" minimum inside diameter. 
2) Thickness ratio full scale to subscale of 1 (.220 
nominal thickfiess). 
3) A length to diameter ratio in the range of 3 to 5. 
4) Operational and test pressures to correspond with the 
following, full scale pressures: 
Working pressure 3000 psi at -320 0 F 
Proof pressure 4500 psi at -320oF 
Burst pressure 6660 psi at -320 0 F 
in addition, two distinct designs were to be produced to
 
tulfill design considerations. The fabrication methods were:
 
I. Welded vessel, with a minimum of 3 girth welds, joining rolled
 
and longitudinally welded cylinders and'hydroformed heads.
 
See-Figure 28.
 
2Integral seamless floturned cylinder with spun-over heads
 
See Figure 29.
 
'The design of the optimum Ardeformed full scale vessel,
 
described in Figure 30 was established by utilizing the strength
 
level supported by past data, combining same'with consideration of
 
fabricability, and providing for minimum weight and envelope re­
quirements. The outside diameter was reduced while maintaining a
 
minimum volume of 31.0 cu.ft.
 
A uniaxial strength level of 285,000 psi at -32O F was utilized
 
as a basis for determining wall thicknesses. It was felt that this
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stress level was a conservative figure supported by considerable
 
test data. The application.of the uniaxial strexigth to a biaxial
 
condition, as exists in the cylindrical shell of the pressure chamber,
 
permits us to apply a factor of 1.15 or 330,000 psi hoop strength.
 
Considering the cylinder as a simple pressure vessel, the
 
following stress determination formula was utilized:
 
PR
 
t
 
where:
 
C = ultimate biaxial strength level (330,000.psi)
 
P = burst pressure (6,660 psi.)
 
R = inside radius of cylinder (9.45 inches)
 
It was then determined that the final wall thickness must be
 
a minimum of .191 inches.
 
The end extremities were designed to take advantage of lower
 
stress loads in the hemispherical head section. The loading of
 
hemispherical sections is established by the following equation:
 
PR
 
2t
 
.Theoretically, in a constant wall thickness vessel the stresses
 
in the head section are one-half that of the cylindrical section.
 
It is, therefore, theoretically possible to reduce the head thickness
 
to one-half that of the cylindrical section. A conservative approach,
 
considering the incorporation of the boss, results in a head wall
 
thickness of two-thirds the cylindrical wall thickness.
 
Therefore, assuming a cylindrical wall thickness of .191"
 
minimum, a preform wall of .220" would be required when considering
 
wall thickness tolerances and the reduction through cryogenic straining.
 
The final subscale design, in addition to reflecting full scale
 
operational pressures, had to be sized considering other factors.
 
They were:
 
1. Use of available tooling where possible.
 
2. Actual material thickness.
 
3. Actual material strength.
 
4. Actual material strain response.
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2.. Preliminary Subscale Design
 
Preliminary subscale design layouts were produced and detail
 
drawings released. These were based on data from the testing of
 
similar-material and the utilization of existing hydroform
 
tooling.
 
Preform dimensions:
 
.220" wall (based on full scale vessel)
 
10.8 I.D. (based on available tooling)
 
Final or Postform dimensions:
 
.191" minimum wall
 
12.50 I.D._ 
.(both based on a 13% strain at -320'F)
 
Assuming the subscale vessel would have the same wall
 
thickness and same design stress level, the operating pressure
 
would then change by the ratio
 
full scale I.D. -or 18.9 = 1.5
 
subscale I.D. 12.5
 
Subscale pressures would then be:
 
operating 4500 psi
 
proof 6750 psi (1.5 x operating)
 
burst 9,900 psi (2.2 x operating)
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3. Final Subscale Design - General 
.On the basis of the materials evaluation test results, outlined
 
in IV A, it was determined that heat 8606B was a "stiffer" heat than
 
anticipated, and a 13% strain would be excessive. A nominal 10%
 
strain was found to be optimum for this particular heat. Furthermore,
 
incoming inspection showed that the average sheet thickness was .216
 
inches. Uniaxisi failure values at -320 0 F indicated a probable
 
ultimate strength in the cylinder of 310-330,000 psi.
 
The use of existing tooling for hydroformed heads that was
 
available in New Jersey represented enough of a cost saving to
 
justify a change in preform inside diameter to 10.96 inches. These
 
changes would then result in the following postform dimensions:
 
.195" wall
 
12.124" inside diameter
 
The scaling factor between full scale.and subscale pressure
 
18.9 (full scale I.D.)
 
-would then change to 12.12 (subscale I.D. ) 1.56 
Hence, the operating and test pressures would be as follows
 
for the subscale units:
 
operating pressure: 
proof pressure: 
burst pressure: 
4680 psi at -320 0 F 
7020 psi at -320 0 F 
10, 96 psi at -320'F 
a) Welded Vessel Design 
As may be seen in Figure 28 this version of the pressure
 
vessel was designed to exhibit the weld strength characteristics
 
of an Ardeform vessel, in a configuration similar to a full scale
 
helium bottle. In particular, full scale vessel welding was
 
simulated. Inasmuch as the length of a full scale vessel precludes
 
the use of a single sheet of stock, the subscale vessel was designed
 
to ,use two shbrt (18") cylinders, rolled and longitudinally welded,
 
and then joined with a girth weld to form a single cylinder. The
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°
longitudinal welds were offset 180 apart. The vessel, when
 
finished with hydroformed heads, would then contain three (3)
 
full diameter -girthwelds. In addition, boss to head welds and
 
welds within the boss would be utilized. The design required
 
standard operations, such a 5 rolling, hydroforming, welding and
 
machining, that are common to Ardeform pressure vessels produced
 
previously.
 
b. Integral Vessel Design
 
The integral head vessel was designed with the same
 
parameters as the roll and weld vessel. However, in this
 
version, as shown in Figure 29, a forging was floturned into a
 
seamless cylinder, which then had its ends-hot spun over to
 
achieye a 50 closure. After machining the heads to a consistent
 
wall thickness (.145") bosses were tobe welded in place.
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V 
PHASE II - MANUFACTURE OF SUBSCALE VESSELS
 
A. Welded Vessel
 
Plate stock was sheared to blank size and sent to the hydro­
form vendor (C.B. Kaupp) for head end fabrication. Considerable
 
experience has been accumulated in the fabrication of deta-ils of
 
this nature for cryogenically prestrained vessels. The hydro­
forming process is'a relatively inexpensive and reliable means of
 
converting sheet or plate stock to simple curved surfaces. The
 
process requires a male mandrel over which the material is formed.
 
The forming is accomplished by applying-a hydraulic force behind a
 
thick rubber pad, thus forcing the material over the male die.
 
Close dimensional control is achieved. Some ten percent thickness
 
variation can be anticipated as a result of the process application.
 
The .216 thick material wag hydroformed into hemispherical 
heads, and machined on the outside surface to .145 inch thickness 
all over. Holes were machined to receive the bosses. After machining 
the heads were cleaned, annealed, pickled and passivated at Ard., 
One and one-quarter inch thick sheet bar stainless steel was
 
cut into five inch squares and sent to Tracer Tool Co. for boss
 
fabrication. After manufacture, the.bosses were -cleaned and radio­
graphically inspected.
 
-Meanwhile, additional analysis was-performed.on the boss design,
 
since some problems had been encountered on similar vessels.. The
 
analysis showed that the part threads themselves might stretch.
 
Therefore, a "stretchable" neck was placed between the part and the
 
boss proper. (See Figure 31) This controlled the lobation of any
 
possible distortion.
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Short cylindrical sections for the vessel body were rolled.
 
to shape-and size, and longitudinally butt welded, using a single
 
pass, tungsten inert gas weld with 308 weld wire. In the heli-arc
 
weld process a tungsten electrode is used to provide the heat input.
 
Weld wire is fed into the area heated by the arc. Inert gas back-up an
 
gas shielding is provided to prevent forming of oxides.
 
The next operation was to trim the length of the cylinders,
 
and prepare them for girth welding. One end of each cylinder was
 
machined to reduce the thickness from .216 inch to .145 inch to
 
match the head thickness. (See Figure 32) The opposite end was
 
trimmed flush.
 
Two cylinders were then girth welded together, with the
 
longitudinal welds spaced 1800 apart. Again, -a "3 o'clock" weld
 
was used for the first two assemblies. The parts were dye checked,
 
X-ray inspected, and cleaned.
 
Bosses were welded into the heads, and the heads welded to the
 
cylinder assembly. The assembly was dye checked, radiographically
 
inspected, cleaned, annealed and cold pickled, in accordancewith the
 
appropriate Arde Specifications.
 
Serial numbers one and two were processed first, with a "3 o'clock'
 
weld, as described in Section IV B. After welding, the parts were
 
dye checked and radiographically inspected. It was necessary to
 
make several weld repairs due to undercutting and porosity on the
 
parts at this time. Serial number two parts had what was considered
 
excessive weld repairs, but the decision was made to continue
 
fabrication of the vessel as a weld development vessel. The weld
 
investigation outlined in Section IV B was now progressing to the
 
stage where pressurized gas back-up welding was being studied as a
 
likely candidate for assembly of the two deliverable vessels.
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The first two vessels were then scheduled for the cryogenic
 
stretching operation. The cylindrical stretch die was placed
 
in.stretch -pit in order to confine the cylindrical portion of the
 
vessel and control the diameter. (See Figure 33) A"free-form"
 
stretch, where no die is employed, can result-in a barrel-shaped
 
vessel.
 
The forming tank in the pit was filled with liquid nitrogen
 
to a level covering the die, and allowed to cool down. The
 
vessel was next inserted into the die, and cooled .down by
 
flowing liquid nitrogen through it. Blast protection was placed
 
over the pit as a precaution.
 
The vent valve was closed when cool down was achieved, and,
 
the pressure was brought-to 10,000 psi. The vent valve was
 
opened, ana the system bled down to atmospheric pressure. The
 
vessel was easily removed from the die because of "spring back"
 
when the pressure is relieved. See Figure 58.
 
Serial number one vessel was successfully stretched at a
 
pressure of 10,000 psi and removed from the pit for dimensional
 
check. The dimensions before and after stretch are shown on Figure 34.
 
Vessel serial number two was then stretched using the foregoing
 
procedure. At 4000 psi, a small crack opened in a repaired section
 
of the longitudinal weld. (See Figure 35) The vessel is repairable
 
in that there, is no evidence of tearing or distortion. However,
 
since it has been partially stretched', design strength cannot be
 
reached in the stretch die on a restretch. If diametral control were
 
disregarded, the unit could be annealed after repair, and cryogenically
 
restretched to the desired strength level.'
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Allegheny-Ludlum Steel Corporation shipped ten 11 1/.2" round
 
cornered squares (billets) directly to the Ladish Company upon
 
material approyed by Arde-Portland. Two heats qfmaterial were in­
volved as noted in Section IV-A. Billets from heat -7-2067 were
 
designated US-i through US-5, and billets frbm heat 7-2099 as
 
CF-6 through CF-10. These serial numbers were then maintained
 
throughout the program., Ladish proceeded to forge spin blanks
 
and rough machine them 10 3/4 inch I.D. .by 15/16 inch wall by
 
24 1/4 inch long. They were solution annealed at 19500 F for one
 
hour, and water quenched. Hardness was checked and found tq be
 
90 on the Rockwell "B" Scale. Micro cleanliness and chemistry
 
were checked by Ladish and reported. See Tables XXV and XXVI..
 
A comparison,of these figures with those presented In Tables
 
II and -III will show compa-rable results.
 
Ultrasonic inspection was also performed on the forgings
 
byLadish per the methods outlinedin MIL-STD-271C for longitudinal
 
and shear wave inspection. Their report is shown in Table XVIIa
 
The f6rgings were shipped to the Parsons Corporation for the
 
fabriation of seamless cylinders.
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TABLE XXV 
FORGING MICROCLEANLINESS 
Inclusion US-I thru US-5 CF-6 thru CF-10 
Type (heat 7-2067) (heat 7-2099) 
Sulfide i thin, 0 heavy 1/2 thin, 0 heavy 
Alumina none none 
Silicate none none 
Globular Oxide 2 thin, 1/2 heavy 1 1/2 thin, 1 heavy 
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TABLE XXVI 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS OF FORGINGS 
Specification US-1 thru US-5 
(Arde 0017) (Heat 7-2067) 
Carbon .055 - .075 .060 
Manganese 1.00 - 1.70 1.22 
Silicon .30 .70 .41 
Chromium 17.00 - 17.50 17.20 
Nickel 7.30,- 7.60 7.63 
Nitrogen .02 ­ .04 .04 
Phosphorous .015 max. < .01 
Sulfur .015 max. .004 
Oxygen 60 ppm max. 30 ppm 
Hydrogen 2 ppm max. < 2 ppm 
CF-6 thru CF-10
 
(Heat 7-20-99)
 
.060
 
1.31
 
.57
 
17.20
 
7i43 
.03
 
< .01
 
.003
 
44 ppm
 
3 ppm
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Equipment:-

Method: 

Wave Form: 

Couplant: 

Crystal: 

Test Frequency: 

Test Frequency: 

Procedure: 

Results: 

TABLE XXVII
 
ULTRASONIC INSPECTION REPORT
 
Immerscope model
 
Immersion-

Longitudinal and Shear
 
Water 2" water path distance
 
.3/4" dia. Lithium Sulfate
 
5.0 mc Instrument calibrated to
 
produce a longitudinal wave: 50%
 
peak vs 3/64" dia. flat bottom hole
 
2.25-mc. Shear wave-: 80% peak­
vs 3% notch on cylinder O.D.
 
Longitudinal wave inspection on 100%­
of part volume. Testing done from O.D.
 
Shear wave inspection from O.D. in
 
two opposite directions
 
Discrete indications - none
 
Penetrability - 100% penetration obtained
 
on all pieces with maximum of
 
two harmonics
 
Metal noise - US-3 and US-5 show 30% max.
 
all others show 15% max.
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The shear forming machine used to floturn the cylinders
 
utilizes'three cam-positioned pressure rolls to work the
 
forging against a hardened and ground mandrel.. As the
 
forging diameter is cold reduced, the metal is forced out
 
along the rotating mandrel 
by the rolls on the traversing
 
carriage (See Figure 42).
 
The forgings were inspected,, and machined on the O.D 
and'
 
I.D. to fit the mandrell and achieve the desired wal thickness
 
(See Tables XXVIII.and XXIX). Figure 43 shows the forging
 
being placed on the mandrel of the floturning machine.
 
Tube Number U.S. 1 was floturned from 0.704" to 0.294"
 
without annealing. 
During the 5th pass the tube cracked in
 
the longitudinal direction. 
This crack occurred at about 50%
 
cold reduction. 
The Brinell hardness conversion of the
 
scleroscope readings indicate a-full hard condition at the end­
of pass number 2. 
Passes 3 and 4 involved an additional 19%
 
cold work in the full hard range. All data may befound,'in
 
Table XXX.
 
Tube Number U.S. 2 was machined to approximately the
 
same dimensions prior'to the first cold working pass as
 
U.S. 1, however, the first annealing operation occurred
 
after 24% cold-working and a BHN value of approximately 337 or
 
168,000 psi which is in the half hard condition (approaching
 
three-quarter (3/4)' hard condition). 
 The first anneal reduced
 
the -part to the full annealed condition (BIN 140). The balance
 
of cold work induced for the balance of this tube never exceeded
 
the one-half (1/2) hard condition prior to annealing. All data
 
may be found in Table XXXI.
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Tube Number U.S. 5 was completed after nine (9) passes
 
with three intermediate anneals without difficulty, except
 
that one small crack on the O.D, was discovered after Pass
 
number 7. This crack was approximately 0.010" deep and was
 
removed by sanding. This crack appeared after approximately
 
32% cold work.. Data may be found in Table XXXII.
 
Tube Number CF-9 was completed in ten (10) passes with
 
three intermediate anneals with total reductions between each
 
anneal of similar values as U.S. 5. Light cracking again
 
occurred on Pass Number 7 at approximately 30% cold work
 
reduction. Cracks were removed by sanding. All data is
 
available in Table XXXIII. Figure 44 shows bylinders after
 
intermediate interpass annealing.
 
Tube Number CF-10 was carried through the first anneal
 
in a similar manner as the previous tube which resulted in
 
annealed hardnesses of the half (1/2) hard rather than full
 
annealed values. Pass Number 3 at 17% reduction resulted
 
in hardness approaching the full hard condition. Pass Numbers
 
4 and 5 following the second anneal were cold worked
 
approximately 16% and 14% and light cracking was in evidence
 
after each pass. After the third anneal no difficulty was
 
experienced in the cold working operations (which at no time
 
exceeded 12% reduction in a single pass). All data,may be
 
found in Table XXXIV.
 
This report does iot cover in detail Tube Numbers
 
U.S. 3, U.S. 4, C.F. 6, C.F. 7, and C.F. 8, inasmuch as data
 
was either limited or total reductions were not achieved.
 
Briefly, the following are the results for those cylinders.
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Work was stopped on US-3 and 4 and CF-8 just prior to the
 
second anneal. No significant problems were encountered, and
 
in fact, the dimensional control from tube to tube was 
far
 
superior than that achieved previously. However, the cylinders
 
were not continued to final size inasmuch as the required parts
 
were fabricated in the first five tries. 
 Table XXXV shows the
 
dimensions after each pass on these cylinders. Note that a
 
light machining was required on US-3 after the sixth pass to
 
remove very slight crack indications. The tube to tube variation
 
on these three parts is ± .015" on the I.D. dimension and- .008"
 
on wall thickness.
 
Similarily, work was discontinued on tubes CF-6 and CF-7.
 
Both showed cracks after the first anneal; There was no
 
evidence of cracking on CF-6 prior to annealing. Light cracking
 
was visible after the second pass on CF-7 prior to annealing.
 
Metallurgical examination of the forged material prior
 
to floturning revealed a substantial variation in the amount of
 
transformed austenitic structure which could influence cold working-

There was also evidence of substantial variation in the amount of
 
carbide precipitates (chrome carbide) from tube to tube. 
A com­
bination of the above could account for some of the cracking
 
problems encountered at relatively low reduction percentages.
 
In the case of US-l, howeverthe cold work was at a level which
 
would promote the resultant failure.
 
Photo micrographs of typical forged material may be seen in
 
Figures 45 through 47, These photos were taken at 100x and are only
 
representative rather than analytical examples. 
Analysis of the
 
structure was accomplished at 1125x; however, facility photographic
 
limitations preclude presentation of photo micrographs at this
 
magnification.
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MATERIALS EVALUATION
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VI CONCLUSIONS
 
The feasibility of fabrication of high pressure gas storage
 
bottles for cryogenic service, by either of two approaches, was
 
demonstrated in this program. Vessels were produced with 100%
 
efficient welds, using standard Ardeform techniques, in one set
 
of vessels.. Through the development-program., a second set of
 
vessels was produced to essentially the same design. These
 
vessels were seamless and had integral heads. The cryogenic
 
burst level was within predictions for both designs.
 
- Material properties data was provided for parent material 
as well as welded material, and process parameters were 
developed to provide for production with low reject rates. 
A review of the results achieved in vessel fabrication and
 
testing is provided in Tables XXXVI and XXXVII. In reviewing
 
this data, it should be noted that although dimensional re­
producibility was achieved in the welded vessels, it was not
 
necessarily an.objective of this program. The integral head
 
vessels did not show this reproducibility for several reasons.
 
For one thing, the seamless cylinders used were of slightly
 
varying diameters, singe the tubes produced in developing the
 
process were used in final vessel fabrication. Additionally,
 
lengths were not consistent because of the reforming of heads on
 
tubes damaged-in the head spinning operation. The spinning
 
process did not lend itself to dimensional control with the
 
existing tooling utilized in the forming of heads.
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TABLE XXXVI
 
ROLL & WELD VESSEL - SUMMARY OF RESULTS
 
S/N 1 S/N 3 S/N 4 
f Diameter at Center i1.390 11.403 11.376 
044 
a) 
Average Wall Thickness .216 .216 .216 
p Forming Pressure 10,000 psi 10,000 psi 10,000 psi 
Nominal Forming Stress 254.1 KSI 263.9 KSI 263.6 KSI 
Percent Stretch 9.94 9.7 9.96 
Diameter at Center 12.522 12.510 12.510 
03Average Wall Thickness (Est.) .195 .195 .195 
-P­
w Weight in Pounds0 
92.4 92.1 91.7 
Volume in Cubic Feet - 2.24 2.27 
Length/ Diameter 3.8 3.8 3.9 
Burst Pressure 10,850 psi - -
' Nominal Hoop Strength at Burst 337 KSI -
Total Percent Stretch 11.43 -
P4 Diameter at Center 12.692 -
Average Wall Thickness .195 -
Minimum Wall Thickness .193 - -
Disposition Stores To MSFC To MSFC 
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TABLE =IXVII
 
INTEGRAL HEAD VESSEL - SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
S/N CF-10 S/N US-2 
-Diameter at-Center 11.495 11.506 
Average Wall Thickness 225-222 

Forming Pressure 10,175 psi 9300 psi 

Nominal Forming Stress 252.3 KSI 232.3 KS1 

Percent Stretch 10.5 9.9 

12.650 12.644
E 	Diameter at Center 

o 	 Average Wall Thickness (Es.t.) .207 .205 
4-;M 	Weight in Pounds 
-"112 
0
 
SVolume in Cubic Feet 	
. 3.28 
Length/Diameter - 4.4 - .6 
Burst Pressure- 10,300 psi -
Nominal Hoop Strength at Burst 316.3 KS1 
m Total Percent Stretch 13.5 
M Diameter at Center 13.05 
o 	Average Wall Thickness .198
 
o 
" 	Minimum Wall Thickness .193 -
Disposition Stores To MSFC 
S/N US-5 
11.51-0 
221
 
9350 psi
 
232 KSI
 
9.6
 
12.630
 
.204
 
108
 
3.1
 
4.2
 
To 	MSFC
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As'shown in the previous sections, ultimate strength of
 
Ardeformed material is dependent upon the prestress level.
 
At the time of grit blasting the seamless cylinders, it was
 
determined that some repair grinding, apparently to remove
 
mindr cracks or scratches, had been performed on the inside
 
surfaces. As a result, the forming pressure was reduced in
 
accordance with the reduced wall thickness. Because of the large
 
variation in the effective wall thickness due to grinding (a's
 
much as .225 to .225 minus J033) it was a possibility that full
 
calculated strength would not be developed throughout the
 
cylindrical portion of the vessel. However, rather than revise
 
the tolling or rebore the cylinders, fabrication was continued
 
as indicated in'the tables..
 
'The materials evaluation program.gave clear indication to
 
the value of double vacuum melt heats in terms of cleanliness
 
and minimum flaw-size. All objectives of the weld development
 
program were met, as indicated by the results of both the vessel
 
testing and mechanical testing programs. It was shown the full
 
strength ground welds were produced with notch toughness and yield
 
strength values comparable to those of the parent material.
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VII - RECOMMENDATIONS 
Problem areas encountered in the current program were with
 
integral Vessel fabrication, and can largely be segregated into
 
two groups; those associated with floturning, and those associated
 
with hot spinning,.
 
Flo-turning: (1) 	Inside diameter dimensional control, in the
 
form of growth away from the mandrel,
 
particularly in the center section. This
 
growth resulted in non-uniform tubes, that
 
did not achieve the design I.D. dimension.
 
(2) 	Cracking of parts during processing. Three
 
out of ten tubes were lost in process due
 
to cracking. Interpass annealing sub­
stantially reduced cracking.
 
Hot Spinning: (1) Non-uniform head shapes and wall thicknesses
 
from part to part.
 
(2) 	Non-uniform shape and wall thickness within
 
a single part.
 
(3) Excessive inside 	and outside surface cracking.
 
(4) 	Distortion of basic tube.
 
Although some mindr problems are still evident in the flo­
turning process as applied to Ardeform materials, limited effort
 
would undoubtedly alleviate most of these problems. Additional
 
effort would certainly optimize the fabrication techniques. As
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mentionedin Section V B, the last tubes processed (US-3, US-4, 
CF-8) show excellent dimensional control and would be available
 
for future development work. The recommendations of both Parsons
 
and Arde engineers are that future floturning of Ardeform material
 
should be restricted to no more than 28% cold work in multiple
 
pass without annealing, and single pass reductions should not
 
exceed 14%. The annealing cycle must be more clearly controlled
 
to preclude excessive carbide formations, which could result in
 
minor or major cracking problems. With the exception of the above,
 
practices on future floturning of Ardeform material should follow
 
closely to the parameters established on Tube No. US-5.
 
More important advances, however, are required for the hot
 
spinning process as used to form the integral head.. The process
 
itself would be difficult to optimize without first making
 
equipment and tooling improvements. The machine used for spinning
 
at the Marison Company had a chuck that allowed parts to escape
 
during processing, the machine did not run true, causing whipping'
 
of the tube, and there were virtually no dimensional controls
 
provided. Spinning was accomplished with one-point contact and
 
no back-up, causing some bending and distortion of the basic tube.
 
'Furthermore, the entire operation is based on operator control,
 
with no fixed positioning of the tool to insure reproducibility.
 
Additionally, the nature of holding devices and material handling
 
is such that there is virtually no temperature control; Improvement
 
in tooling and temperature control would insure a low rejection
 
rate. (It should be noted that Marison does provide better
 
dimensional control on smaller diameter cylinders formed on other
 
machines.) 
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Spherical vessels, seamless save for boss attachment,
 
show potentlal with the processing developed in this program.
 
It would also be advantageous to consider cold work with
 
interpass annealing as an'alternate to hot spinning for this
 
application, in order to reduce the amount and extent of machining
 
operations.
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- [SION'DREVISION .DATE ATE REVISE[REVISE 
PENETRANT 

-INSPECT 
 ION
 
-APPROVALS 
PREPARED BY 04"' PA .MUS, N.j. 
MET, ENG. 
DESIGN ENG 
! 
ENGINEERING SPECIFICATION 
QUALITY CONT. ! 
CHIEF ENG 
./ 
Q.V 
AES 51 
!4REpRODuC1BE A-4 451 
1.0 C 
Tis 
penetrant •(le• 
of AZDoPOM waterials or com co:nts. 
LI Dec~icaionCovors the prjaceMd-r for dye 
1.2 This specification is effective upon izsse and shal 
be appicablc when specified on eninee-tg 
-zawhs, 
2.0tcsy DCMYS 
A 2 A5Z Cl-aam of ARDZFO~FrI Ccrncnents 
3.0 4Tirs 
3.1 Penetrant blaj-!g .fax Type LCE4 -
3.2 :SXaz-! Typveeopex 
-NT 3D 
3.3 Cleaner a SXC ± zzafluxi 
4.o 
________ 
5.0 R~a~~Ez'
 
5..1 Surface Pr=-artion 
- Surfaces of welds 
or '-ought 
metals may be inspectd wiUthou surfac preparation 
or. conditioIng except reqniredas to re--v scale 6z 
Page 2 of 5 
M 45i 
s~ltble... ., 
5.10. "ld Wedd tall ISt ctncidAs 6vfna 
suitabla fo~r l is penetrant ispection prcvxded 
axcosionCAM nd Ccat2 ish4 na 
500? Wrought Pntala S~urface~s of wrc-uqht me-tals nAM~ Vtt 
canditionad only if necoszany to rtaitow Pxc $ilvl 
oxicb and calc. 
5.1,3 ?Ltshd Sufn-ta tzhi'h a spzcitic fin izn-SiZar£r 
is requird Whall be givan :hKb' zurfac finish prior tc 
th, liquid pKnstrt ixnspcntin pvitcrtotd by ths applic­
aule qpaciicationz. lnsptatitn at zag'.s-nt"sidate 
of fabrication, to reveal defects which may extnda bovcrd 
the final dimtenHons, shall b3 permitted. 
K2. Pro-t-3zt ClaZn&inSS All waternaLl hying weeed shall 
be cleaned by hot running water, by dipping in a .3olvt, 
or by zabrg iha clsen lit-fret cloth saturated 
wcith a voiatil, yrctvmt. All airlawas tal >S wiped ox­
with abso' bes! Pa'Pr, 1005c to paaantanv KZPSn-CV n thl 
s':rfaca to by tc2tnd aqx$ any adiacy:it ara ahnll bo a' 
and free Qf any dirt. qraa lint. scal- ard cthor 
extreus rztt=r thzz 4001d ctharzxve ituz=rf with 
the tezt 
Paiga 3 c*f S 
AEO' 4-51
 
6 ?. h~ ~x23rt~rocf em~atad m the 
Part toi bs iv'n'.sadnh b3 alaintzine---d iz -tv'sn 50h 
and 100MJ? Wihtzn ±pcknIS o.avud copndi4tic'-&s 
where the r3 tur of thi ptnetrav~t and tie 'insnec-tixntemn:.-ZZ 
surfac ii mn ads the 5O t- 100 0FT-r, t-gee tlw. te -per.tinrez 
szbaiJ be zdjujd tc bring th-:m withimn this rana, fluc to 
tinla1sre3lenatuvre of the dv.-; pnztrant inspe,ttnnm?±tra 
the use of an c-,psn fatefor he1-ating ~upssis rroibited, 
6.3 	 Application C;:f P-ern Teztirn% surs-ac3 shall bs unitc, f. Uy 
cost~ or palrt must ':!bynpaytg~b-rmsiing, Ixsrs~ 
penstranat cvrdat 1na7r3 1" on N-th sides of wto-1d to b'­
inspection!. Parts abl 1 , cW'ZD1ete4y vrt j.fo-r -a tuim 
of 13 mrdnt' t and a na~izcs1 c 20 tnnt~aIf the tUSt- q-yN1±e 
Js exc&-ed. th - pare- £'xall b': ceatc and tin5 taot rasrnn, 
-S~rfa"c6,4 Rerz-,a1 of Ex ~w'Pnrn 	 shalli bs ehrmoghiy 
wiped wiLth 	 c1. 2an, drv,~ atssr!b'nt papi o.- clo~n, Rea1 t r 
exc 3s ~tatshall be re--,ctwsd by wii t he urS z 
w aithc- ~n c c'Th - tz 
developing shal1 -:)t ba e-.l-tnd, The- d!Y i.:gl of tinB taza­
sulrfacs at-- r fsa~zvn~~n hl nd:e r:ty'y 
nomlevaponration, olx'b blott-Ing w-ith abhorbae r, paper
or clean it-z cloth. crced air- u iicttn excen 
of n-*ormal vn±aininthe Anspecticn area shall not be 
use..ti.I tire- fc: 5'-yfacn a'~rr$zN1e Cif~-
penatanc~ard 2rwxl- to appltcatj 7n ~C-.thedvopw &nl 
ba ILnitec2 P1 a v:itmc'i- ten rnnnzte-S0 
pac>- A QAi 5 
AS 4.1
 
"6o5 Applicatio:n cf D veio-&r by Spaying Wt avflcnar 
rill be moo-d, shall be wel. agitand pir 
to~ming0 The cavalapara Vhal1 bi nnifocmlv arpn 
-a thin costing tQ the test "c-n hy spraying. Xf th­
ef t part pe d pr'_ a.ts tha uoneo a spray, 
a brush o-r siiar applia~ nay be unai provi~ad it 
results An a unitorm this waving cf dn-val 0 Cation 
shal~l be ns~d in av-idiag pools of dav'lop1'-r gz: tng into 
cavities as this will Cca hvvy mazkixzg of the lndicati:o=is 
Inspaction Mhal! b2 mad, in a DQninum of maven rnxnvtcs~ and 
no later than thirty minutes a? tr th aeoewhsdid 
6.6 Remaval of Excessive "vloper 
- Warb Ej ationj 
conpleted, the davel_ 2shall b re.moved my-mears of 
the zpecified clannr in cnjutjn wih' 
cloths and papw twaels,
 
6.7 
 Prior to any additienal prccssig involving h-t, 
parts should b3 clea ad per AE 253. 
Page 5 of 5
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ARC WEtDINGSHIELDED TUNGSTEN 
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A I?a 
PREPARED BY ,/k/I . PARAMUS, N.J. 
MET ENG.' "/"ENGINEERING SPECIFICATION 
DES G N E N G A F S 5 0 1 
AES 501KQUALITY CONT 
CHIEF ENG 
E" 6HEE-T I OF 13 
IASsrNOT REPRODUCIBLE 
- ~ ~ -n-ans :?rth-ai, i­
.. 2 This Ls zp>ifiatn .szzc'- ani2 shall b, 
2.0 .stcar 
1.12 
tC;7 
Z-A­ ~ . 
AES 25 
P2SS 
FozxaZ-=100Weld 
z"' 
Daa-; 
fntW~~--nc 3C.1 .5,s. 
andDp&tinfpet1@m 
si-r 
Pa~ge 2 of 1B­
A-7. 501 
3.G.. 
3.1 ilmn t~3'tv~~ha 
3 2 A ACC°So, Analytical Reagent 
3'.3 Argaa0 C 
34, Esiu. I4XL =274O7 
4.1 ' - utnhl L-aaia .:-[,e iebuh 
4.Q 
4,3 _~ -±.*thJ ', fpee-n 
- @ve-ot b2iIb9t. 
I. Arc vcktace cct-_..,:c i vzpl?2A,!- oi eau.~ts.- in oz lt 
Within ±3.1 volt.. 
d. ka~utortie wire feed Iap.bible of= control to ±2 ercent 
.of sett-izg. 
e-. Start and stcp relav tir.ers. 
'f. Carriage or bOCu. sed auts-matically controll.ed to 
+2 percent or ,ehtin 
2.5 
1g. utr &ti......ii ... capable of corntrolling work 
speed to ±2 af "t2...... 	 s-t"" 
n. Au~i_-J ~r m1b ep~cbewti 
percent of set- kuc 
....... 	
- .svz
_ . ap5ble o- delivering 
me eu2es ov cxrer fla-- cof a Cdackup 
gas, 
'5,.1 Cla~z 'ification of W$,n We~in;h-l- be "p byrford
the inert ata. q' a Q=nsuzaw.meO ptc ess using 
-direct straigb" pc-!ai 
... ehall be-1d:5 
-
5.2
. 0. eldna aS'n~zoe 	 s~5.3 	 i°lj esn~sat Wldinj ;-lsand dafiniticctns 
of feld i; te2:4-a 21htl be- in1 ers Sith stand -Zd" JAM­
5.3. 'Te-!a shialS~l 2r: p,-rfOrred 
only by weding .eratcta .hc a-e currently certif in 
accrdarce -'ith Lhe reutreents of ici ta-t on 
5.4- Ce-~nl± s.- All parts to be welded shall be free from 
oil, grease; surface oxides and other foreign material. 
Page 4 of 13 
5,5 
p t2 -
2~cS2 
- . GA 
Uts' 
- -c5 5& 
~ 
-1 
VIc2rv~ 
-
.a ign.,a ar 1- ,- ~ F . 
-. e 
vmnnls 
d 
tcr .;.a 
Zb 
r 
.. 
zirEtze 
z o a, 
1s 
-
,! -i~rxndnt d41 
eparts atetla za- - os at lsl !'- -G so4 n "tretai 
whic7 aZAZ- t 
s 
he 
~ 
tocilleCrza1Jy,- AS-ri to 
-X acoPac 4 hTbl 
Pag 5 ofjca1~t~i 
:ri5efl 
'iwet~ faa~ 
INOT REPRODUCIBLEA
 
T zPC~st CfCb 
Weld a z 1*.Spbv- C2!-
VIIctr. I, S mia rgzt t t 
d.XA xajj~vZ1 kd~rQft hd r~ ==_7ezs if 
weoldbt V e.7 at tpivt sz 
wa'aaed uit ~here ; :,,%ivr agsvz airiu. F 
64thniS, gsxde -='al ba)'mszcernto fo hwi 
Ys'irzt~ 1iriitPaz Ge~im13b roofr- trQ 
ma P;-c ts shall be liita' t that widh hich ,-il ~ 
e~~ ttt~ ~trh 	 v~tt rall bS,s mz6c .aT am aitc!Vrttllg 
af-Om ~Zh~ li 	 s fax~ tC'3 prace'dina -tack 
as Vfuchl as t-f.:n ible. 
5.10 	 -Ing :Cflii r f b~th cmes 
shalIl be tvc~d ~apra ect th'e zt'-BXiai.drLgwldn.G 
-shalbe 4 	 b*Z'O5'cbna a _: 
in thne Axcgcn z-_ 53:.­
per-calirg tcgas urt s:2'al 1 :' - at Oin f Or Calivery -_0 
.the-ok 
51I~ -Prior to weli; ba:seo-Z hllb1Ga its 
putged with inezt gaz iiI csdie withn the fellcwing ratmods: 
Pago 7. of 1_ 
REPRODUCIBLElNOT 
a, %hel gPaj bne;o&tp flcrg-,axt ga h~i ba 
of 	 Ptl7 t td AilvsgL 
b. 	 aitt-n s ~anar: a~ Z 
thb, i- -;31'$hA cf a-asp 	 hzmgoo 
a rate ~n~ i~ to ba. sd 	 n* npe±i 
vllh-' 	 t tc-al -in 
wt.r;ac. ~ zn ra az5 tf-: anty given gac; 
exta -S on~ C-Zat X.cciw.tt~cn 
5.10.2-	 co- C-~ q~ mta Thn1je 2fg-z to~ 
produce & LS w o±o i t nezl3 
renzt'ed 1>1- licglit !:-i* br! Thla;. 
5.11 ~Th~d 	 IZg1ity ttIlX ret ac~tn~!aStandazk-ds 
aet 	 fa fir. ZZ3 
wel~ 	 "tt&i .t- it>- Al~o 351 
priarl t, ftrc ft 
conta~ct with 7-- X It* ails b be clean1 a-d free Cif 
gws, ;zi1 an-i dizt. Such jma1lxface- Shall not e a 
stxvctedZcf o q7mzn"tb reactive mrntzltv. steel, ntb 
AmS 501 
s-Leal znd copp:'zr tb1t&j-~ ~S h a! Ixc e 
into t-2at tfN-1-r 
with atn ai: the t?3 of ~ ghifft. it'r and t-ls­
whnic' -tm- :cezvP frTh s--ral ea---a *,n zc-imh 
prior to air: jadIlARZ'Q'l 
C~an r~w-fli sni± t.3 wit ct~dz~~cs wbtn 
wire >nrllzhr, sha.15. bCr c~ di-n ac-rt2 ti ASS 253 
~~ver' ~ az ad all u-t be oiz~d o-, a7--/ rtctw -ah~ 
to .25icafI~ .01 ±c:na51tku-t ve.12 5 iih, 
where T -- t-a ctct. ii~~~ 
6.1;2~Joint p -a' xar2r2t 
iflpr'3gr tCe~SUe foreig n raterilal.titsreWlith 
Page 9 ofi.13 
NOT REPRODUCIBLE AES 501 
6.2 	 Pric-r t l .. sa-± b e on 
the entire join-, iath a caI aia:." enitic Staj1. less Steel wire 
brush. 	 Tha ,abruhi:g 3 cox'-r a distanct of one inch minimum 
*frcm the jci L. The i -hig ..."-- shall ba
 
tangentijJ t the- joint hcme s pcbe
 
6.3 r-e. shall be elene a!&ed,. 
in accorda-nce with PCR-4 a~td stor-,d in cle*ar poytye as 
6.4 	 riAll 1 i--h11b h.c prrie in kc~~c; 
with- dkvelopzd w&..d s;hadulea, Tha - D w-p, L.npu~le.... at 

shall ba inldieateaQ- ; ) thea ;rczeza ahe
 
6.4.1 Deviation thi--p ea t.-.a t.3.of ........ g .... d-
devn1o; 'Zl& s-0 if: fine 
adjustrntz for the ?nrti:Uar "- beina -ecd Parta icr 
which adutJeb a";,nd the aIIIkb-fd r2eviation i'a r Eir;Xd, 
shall bp htfld fozr -aVm a-i" -7 
-•gi C 
6.4.2 	 start and atejp cf wtdsa ... ll be a with autoatij c---­
upz,cpe and dcav in alcore.a!ce with the si;cfiec eld 
scheul.e. Tiileoft of girth ah~l1 thsart.-ld. over-ap o 
the w alId and zh1- -a11 loatd hi~2cj te pI t of a ng 
weld.2~ca ,:-_112 try toctc Zhe til f iti 
width of the starting weld be.d. 
Page 10 of 13 
AES 501
 
-. Ta. Wel r , , Tack Xaas shzl be ;Acquatly 
protecteJd by c,)vear b~clD gas pri to,, during,and r a::d 
after welding to aszv7'- cnn dat icn T sh-c''-d be 
lightly cleaned .Ath a wi.e brush prior to final welding or 
overlap by adlitbnai. taC s. A ga lens o-r arivalent dif­
fusion apparatuo shall b? 5u * d gs 
of the tack weld. T2ac7 -_ded parts shall be niaintaited iM a 
Clean drt cnct 01si-:r d In-ri01Jvthl bags. INO 
vleani.ig ox ot"cr be pnsbhllts ta,,ck 
welded parts prioz to fi -, " ecat in Para. .2. 
6,6 WeldFRs:_ ,irai Walai aeM %a~t2~i -- cts ar:7 
pavmittd only in a"dince uith thz fl- : 
a * Wetld ncet an i Diops-tc_ .... AgD a -O 
mnust 'be cocmafl~ a-Zd 13p-1.c~0r'i 
-andQ-r ty CauttrU, 
En'gin3-.rig nrio 
to any rIapr. Fviald 

b;. The sam- a may7r.at bs w-Utl rapaifed mori than m.c:-. 
c. R-hall- ~..d party hN- aznealsd azd 4ai~nch!!d in 
accordarce with AES 351. 
d. Weld rep>ai 4h:-11 ,e a t.anc a z) narcs set forth 
in ASS 550.
 
6.6.1' We!d R. _atr ____-_ 
6.6.1.1 Stack.Rexlval" - Weld defects such as voids crack.s and. 
lack of fusion shall be co;letely removed prior to re­
welding. Material removal should be by either c- ventional
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macvhinving a.-eth~ads or by local 'riiding witi.n tungsten 
carbide bu .r. At noc tiax'k,_ dulring the p:rcnaration fo~r 
repait shall a zilicon carbide or iiiar tyegrizdfing 
wh1eel b3 u~ed 1I.nians Dr:caflutil nvae a to meccaznicallv 
clean~ weld str-Pa'Qe prz-hr)B to wzldiing. $toc!;1 rtmvaI at 
-areDas of inop epene~rain ebaall be mininral 1-4z 
suffiint to~ ineure ~e- ee~t~ iat thl- jc mti 
Uponl rew$Jlt X4 . xrt~aic ~vzl 9,)r- ;l r .,pazs shallI 
bez~i& to the zuoaon z'2n_ . 
'nia -Aftt6.6.1. C ~quzedr~tck rw-v~ areas sh-uld, NZ-: 
Wire bruc-hn zacaed by wiipinUg-v~ithl clean. lint fre 
-cloth- ea*~a.- ith regfczt gradleav '. 
6.6.l~3 t~iimq WedImIa !snf4rd ho.ex;et~a~ s'h-;,he 

local :iranual wa*Jldirg i- s erZttd whzar* ma.&cihnemt-1i~
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TAZMhE I 
ACCFPT'1CE TTrF . .QI-FOR OF FUSZON Vr.fBD 0-r----v-,S 
Inspection. Visual Radioraphic Cha 
Method IPenetrant 
De f ect 
_ _ _ _ _ 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
Cracks jv:eld &"base
rmaterial. incl U U 
cavities- or incfla-
Sions With a tail 
Incomplete p netrao I 
tionortwuion U U U 
Porosity and voids: V. 
Maxo size "D" U T/4 rp to ;040 tax.3 U 
Max:a Total le,+gh U 1 of Ma-x. size o-- equiv9 U 
er- linear inch leng2hh3 3 Max. of any sire 
Wzn.0 distance b . U " SD U 
tween indica tion, j 
Metallic and non­
metallic i-nclusions: 
Max. size "D" N/A T/4 (ito to ..040 max.-- N/A 
Max. total length I of m- x. size or ecuiv, 
per linear inch leng-th. 3 .laxoof any size 
Min. distance be- U 5D U 
tween indications 
Undercutting; 
yia! - -A u u 
Max. leng h 
romenc Ia ture: 
T-- Thicknness of thinnest -base material 
D D of largest d+*_oansion ofiameter 
actual defect 
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